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happy blue year

hello

T he So uth We dge Quarte rly

2017 greeted many of us with a healthy dose of trepidation and fear, coupled with relief at closing the book on

2016; the year of chaos, outrage, and disbelief. But for many Rochesterians who backed the losing team, the future
looms fraught with questions and doubts. And fear. And yoga. I, along with several stalwart friends, endeavored to
try yoga this year. Jury’s still out on how long it will last, but we are all benefiting from this new thing. {We are so
lucky to have Tru Yoga, a beautiful independent yoga studio right in the middle of our neighborhood.} I digress, back
to the point – the jubilation I felt standing in line at Mt. Hope Cemetery on November 8th followed by the crushing
despair I felt the morning of November 9th really sucked. For so many of us.
Now that the dust has settled to some extent, at least on the election’s outcome, and we’ve had an opportunity to talk
(actually talk, as opposed to angry, shrill rants on social media which marked so much of the past 8 months for all of
us) to friends and family members who backed the winning team, I get it. I get why many people, feeling marginalized in the face of rising health care costs and insufficient incomes decided that change, at any cost, was imperative. I
hear your frustration and I get it. I get that the fake news stories were compelling to many who intensely disliked our
candidate to the same extent we felt about theirs. I get that you are viscerally opposed to some of the platforms our
candidate embraced. In the end, your passion outmatched ours. We were over-confident and yes, smug. But you are
still our friends and our family members, and that is indeed important.
So why bother to rehash this now, with a fresh new year beckoning us with so many possibilities? Its old news, get
over it already I hear you thinking. Well, because we’re still us, here in a blue city, in a blue state. In a blue neighborhood. And that hasn’t changed even though many of us are ready to look to the future and hope for the best, and try
yoga, because really, what else can we do?
Our mission with this publication is to introduce you to our neighborhood and its residents, warts and all. Us. So
here we are, flawed and blue and beat up from the past year but ready to get on with it. We’re an optimistic and
quirky bunch, we have to be living here and rolling the dice each December on whether we’re going to have a mild
or brutal winter. We know that it will all eventually melt, the sun will come out, the lilacs and magnolias will bloom.
Glass half full definitely. You all know what’s in the glass and you know where to find that glass. If you don’t, the
pages of this very issue will guide you.
So if you are feeling blue like us, look at the people who believe in their hearts that the decision made was the right
one and realize that you, like them, are imperfect. You, like them, care deeply and passionately. We all do and that is
the wonder of it all and it teaches us a lesson in tolerance and patience, if we are open to it. I’m not saying go out and
hug a Republican or anything like that, God forbid. But move on. Embrace diversity on every level you can. Believe
that it will all be OK. The sun will come up again, the birds will sing, we’ll love, cry, laugh, fight, text, work, do yoga
and get on with it. We’ll head out to our favorite South Wedge area watering holes and see familiar, friendly, beautiful faces (blue and red, mostly blue though) and it will all be OK.
- Chris
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Contact Trillium Health to learn about the affordable daily pill that can help keep you HIV
negative, giving you one less thing to worry about.
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information about all of our contributors will soon be available on our new website at www.southwedgequarterly.com
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bartenders of the wedge
THE South Wedge area contains several bars and restaurants that have
been at the forefront of the expanding cocktail and beer culture in Rochester.
The people slinging drinks to us at these local haunts often serve up more:
humor, advice, companionship. Their unique and varied personalities define
the establishments where they serve. They are extroverts and introverts,
single and married with children. They are artists and travelers, designers
and gamers, new parents and new business owners.
They are charismatic, efficient, discreet, and creative. They remember our
names and our favorite vodka or beer style. They forgive the time we stayed
too late and had several too many. Okay, waaay too many. And that time
we… well never mind. You know where I’m going. They are good listeners.

SWQ Asks Julius

The drink I am pouring the most lately is... Buttoned Up.
My LEAST favorite drink to make is... one a bar guest wouldn’t enjoy.
My current personal favorite beverage is... Dragonfruit Bai Infusion.
The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is... how not to end a night out.
The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is… Solera Wine Bar.

photo by dave burnet

Julius Vega | solera/

cheshire
647 South Avenue | 585.363.5694
Monday to Thursday 5 PM – 11 PM
Friday 5 PM - 12 AM
Saturday 6 PM - 12 AM
solerawinebar.com

When life hands me lemons... I become a juggler.
The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... travel abroad.

We wanted not only to give you a name to put with these
familiar faces, but to find out a little bit more about them.
So we gathered them up to play a little game of “getting to
know you.”

My current obsession is... working on being more mindful.
If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? Casino Royale.
On my days off I am usually... run errands, do chores and make time for family/
friends.
The word that describes me best is... Complex.
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SWQ AsksMolly

The drink I am pouring the most lately is cocktails. Lots of them. Frisky people
drink cocktails in the winter. Whiskey and tequila specifically.
My LEAST favorite drink to make is… Aside from the classics, a cocktail that I’ve
made over and over again. Hence the frequently rotating drink menu.
My current personal favorite beverage is…right now, red wine and whisky. All
forms. And sometimes beer...and cider.

photos by stephen s reardon
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The drink I am pouring the most lately is... Whisky and Hot cider. it’s the perfect drink
for a cold night.

molly burm | orbs

758 South Avenue | 585.471.8569
Wednesday & Thursday 4 PM – 11 PM
Friday 4 PM - 12 AM
Saturday 12 PM - 12 AM
Sunday 11 AM-3 PM
orbsrestaurant.com

My LEAST favorite drink to make is... any drink that’s spilled or regurgitated in the
bar.
My current personal favorite beverage to drink is... good aged Tequila or Mezcal.
The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is... “I love you…what was your
name again?”
The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is… It depends on the
season…In the Fall, it’s Mt Hope Cemetery. In the Winter, Lamberton Conservatory
in Highland Park. In the Spring, it’s the rest of Highland Park. And on a hot Summer
night, a dinner out in the Wedge, followed by ice cream, and a cold drink in a hammock for two in the backyard at Lux.

The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is the current state of the
nation and the world, really. We have a long way to go. Positivity is necessary.
The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is Highland Park,
because it’s a park. Bring wine.

When life hands me lemons... I grab a pint glass, fill it with ice, squeeze the lemons
into the ice, add 1 ½ shots of gold tequila, add ¾ shot of triple sec, squeeze a lime
wedge or two, shake, salt rim, garnish with lime, add straw and serve…with a smile.

When life hands me lemons, I give them to my barback to juice them for me.
The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is see the Aurora
Borealis. Bring wine.

The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... visit as many World
Heritage sites as possible. Sorry, it’s the most g-rated thing I could come up with.

My current obsession is… I have many. Right now? Winter, pine, scotch, friends,
family, love, long showers, adventure, work, creating, maybe Black Mirror. What
a silly question.

keven atoms | lux lounge

If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? Can I skip this
one?

666 South Avenue | 585. 232.9030
Monday to Thursday 5 PM – 2 AM
Friday 4:30 PM - 2 AM
Saturday & Sunday 4 PM - 2 AM
lux666.com

On my days off I usually try to be productive yet relax a little. Eat good food, see
friends, take care of my dogs, clean my house, be a grown up.
The word that describes me best is...friendly.
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My current obsession is... historical research. Most recently, I traced my mother’s ancestry to a Mayflower pilgrim, 2 Salem witches, Mark Twain and a Union soldier who
published a book on his time in a confederate prison. Yup, I’m a history nerd.
If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? Well, after the result
of the last election I think it’s clear we are living in the movie “Idiocracy.”
On my days off I usually... go thrifting, make art, spin records, read non-fiction, chill
with my woman and cat.
The word that describes me best is…eclectic
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SWQ Asks Drew

GREG LIBBY | Tap & mallet

The drink I am pouring the most lately is... Jameson.
My LEAST favorite drink to make is… Alabama slammer.
My current personal favorite beverage is… whiskey and beer. All of it.

381 Gregory Street | 585.473.0503
Monday to Saturday 11:30 AM – 2 AM
Sunday 4 PM -12 AM
tapandmallet.com

The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is… how guys are dicks.

My current personal favorite beverage is... a Jack Daniels Manhattan.

When life hands me lemons... I try to remain thankful that I’m not among the lemonless.

The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... skydive.

The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... make a bucket list.

My current obsession is... The AO on Netflix. Watching it right now. Gotta know what
happens.

My current obsession is... Drew Pearman.

If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? The Princess Bride. I
just really wanna hang with Andre the giant, Mandy Patinkin, Carey Ewles and that
babe Robin Wright Penn or whatever her name is now.

If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? I want to hang out
with some Gremlins. Would you just look at all the fun those little jerks are having
while they’re running around ruining everything?

On my days off I usually... stop in to work. Travel the Fingerlakes Wine Trails and hang
out with the wife.

On my days off I usually... watch Seinfeld reruns with my dog.
The word that describes me best is…curmudgeonly (with a heart of gold?)

The word that describes me best is… handsome.
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My LEAST favorite drink to make is... ice water.

The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is... the kitchen.

When life hands me lemons... I make a Tom Collins.

315 Gregory Street | 585.563.6241
Monday to Saturday 11 AM – 2 AM
Sunday 10:30 AM-4 PM
butapub.com

The drink I am pouring the most lately is... beer.

The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is...Tinder dates talking about
how much they don’t like Tinder.

The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is… Strong Museum of
Play or a bike ride down the trail.

Drew Pearman | Butapub

SWQ Asks Greg
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SWQ Asks Anthony

SWQ Asks Renee

My LEAST favorite drink to make is... Bud Light Bottle. Tap water is free AND local.

My LEAST favorite drink to make is…I don’t have one.... yet.

My current personal favorite beverage is... Black Button Port Barrel, Neat.

My current personal favorite beverage is…it’s a 585, from Black Button Distilling,
it has citrus forward gin, bourbon cream, cold brew coffee, and orange bitters.

The drink I am pouring the most lately is…Guinness with a side Tullamore Dew.

The drink I am pouring the most lately is... Bullet Cub.

The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is... Spoilers. All of the spoilers.
R.I.P. All of my favorite characters on television and in movies. Don’t worry I won’t
name names.
The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is… I’m of course biased
but I have to go with The Cub Room. The atmosphere is perfect, It’s not too loud, and
if you sit at the bar I’m happy to help with those awkward silences.

The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is...for dinner, Signatures At The Humphrey House in Penfield. Drinks would be at Cheshire.

When life hands me lemons... “Can I get a lime instead? It’s for my vodka something.”

When life hands me lemons... I just make the best of everything, life can only get
you down if you let it.

The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... win a championship
title in a professional wrestling match.
My current obsession is... Andy Kaufman IS alive.
If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? The Land of Ooo.
On my days off I am usually... In the Lab or Ceramic Studio.
The word that describes me best is... Noun.
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The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is…people talking about
their workplaces.

Anthony Rouhana

cub room
739 S. Clinton Avenue | 585.363.5694
Monday to Wednesday 11:30 AM – 10 PM
Thursday & Friday 11:30 - 12 AM
Saturday 5 PM - 12 AM
Sunday 11:30 AM - 3: 30 PM
thecubroomroc.com

wi nt er 2017

The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is...travel to Egypt.

renee anderson | caverly’s

741 South Avenue | 585.278.1289
Monday 5 PM - 2 AM
Tuesday to Thursday 3 PM – 2 AM
Friday & Saturday 4 PM - 2 AM
Sunday 1 PM - 2 AM
caverlysirishpub.com

sout hwedgequart erly. c om

My current obsession is...the bar I am opening in Henrietta.
If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? National Geographic Traveler.
On my days off I usually... go to the bar I am opening and work on it.
The word that describes me best is...easy-going.
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SWQ Asks Shawna

photo by dave burnet

Brandon Greenwald |

The drink I am pouring the most lately is... the Napsack, one of our new cocktails.

harry G’s
678 South Avenue | 585.256.1324
Monday to Thursday 10 AM – 9 PM
Friday 10 AM - 10 PM
Saturday 8 AM - 10 PM
Sunday 8 AM - 5 PM
harrygsdeli.com

My LEAST favorite drink to make is... a Long Island ice tea. I will gladly make you a
stiff drink, but please let it not be this.
My current personal favorite beverage is... a Mezcal Negroni.
The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is... “Why hasn’t he texted me
back?!”
The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is… this may seem biased
but it’s true, The Playhouse. I think it’s much easier to break the ice with someone
on a date where you can play arcade games and drink as opposed to a dinner and a
movie . However, if you’re looking to wine and dine someone then I’d have to say The
Cub Room takes the cake.

My current obsession is... making punch! And I’ve been reading up on infusion so soon
I’ll be infusing all my bottles of liquor at home.
If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? Adventure Time.
On my days off I usually... cook, play video games, grab a drink with friends since I’m
usually serving them.

My LEAST favorite drink to make is... I don’t really have a least favorite to pour...its
just beer and wine.
My current personal favorite beverage is... coffee.
The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is... Holiday Plans, Christmas,
New Years, etc.

When life hands me lemons... I make chicken piccata.
photo by gerry szymanski

The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... hike the Appalachian
Trail.

shawna ewing | playhouse

My current obsession is... Joe Russo’s Almost Dead.

820 S. Clinton Avenue | 585.442.2442
Monday to Sunday 11:30 AM – 2 AM
theplayhouseroc.com

If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? The Office.
On my days off I am usually... Spend time with my recently born twins and 4 year old
son.

The word that describes me best is...organized-chaos. Does it count as one word if I
use a hyphen?
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The drink I am pouring the most lately is... a ton of hoppy beers, mostly IPA’s.

The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is… Highland Park.

When life hands me lemons... I peel them!
The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... visit Japan.

SWQ Asks Brandon

The word that describes me best is... Dad.

wi nt er 2017
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SEN Neitz

| La Casa
93 Alexander Street | 585.730.5025
Monday - Saturday 11 AM – 10 PM
@lacasarochester

SWQ Asks Sen

Jim Rosette

The drink I am pouring the most lately is... Margaritas. Lots of Margaritas.
My LEAST favorite drink to make is... Margaritas. I’ve literally made over 20,000.
My current personal favorite beverage is... Alcoholic: The Sazerac. N/A: Shrub and
soda water.
The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is... Lots of people discuss in
depth about craft beer and various cocktails while at the bar. It’s a popular topic
among those who work in the service industry and people who like to eat at restaurants often.

| swiftwater
brewing
378 Mt Hope Avenue | 585.530.3471
Wednesday & Thursday 4 PM – 11 PM
Friday 3 PM - 11 PM
Saturday 12 PM - 11 PM
Sunday 1 PM - 8 PM
swiftwater.com

SWQ Asks Jim

The drink I am pouring the most lately is... Always beer. Right now anything hoppy or
barrel aged are popular.
My LEAST favorite drink to make is... Filling a growler with a beer that is pouring
foamy will try anyone’s patience.
My current personal favorite beverage is... I always love a good cup of coffee.
The conversation I am hearing most often at the bar is... People tend to talk a lot
about beer and breweries when they’re here.
The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is… Swiftwater for sure.
This answer might seem a little biased but we get a ton of first dates. We have a
unique atmosphere that is less intimidating than a bar but not as formal as a restaurant.

The best place in Rochester or South Wedge to take a date is… In the South Wedge,
Solera/Cheshire. It’s a great place to have a conversation and not be interrupted. In
the city of Rochester, Cure in the Public Market.
When life hands me lemons... Make a French 75.

When life hands me lemons... I have a few sleepless nights but try to find a silver lining.

The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... Go to Oaxaca and visit
palenques to see first hand how mezcal is made.

The one thing on my bucket list that I am most eager to do is... Visit all of the National
Parks in the United States.

My current obsession is... Battle Cats (aka conquering the world).

My current obsession is... Burritos. I could eat them for breakfast lunch and dinner.
Also checking the Swiftwater Instagram to see how many likes my posts get.

If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? Sherlock Holmes.
On my days off I usually... Watch the tv show Fringe.

If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? The Office, or Parks
and Recreation.

The word that describes me best is...Focused.

On my days off I am usually... Watch TV, work out, walk the dog, clean the house, and
other boring stuff.
The word that describes me best is... Steady.
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Addis Ababa Ethiopian Restaurant

FREE Traditional
Ethiopian Coffee
Saturdays at 1 PM

Tues. - fri. 12-7 658 South Ave
Sat. 11 -7 Sun. 11 - 4 Rochester NY

L i t t le Bu t to n Cr af t
See it Here,
Buy it Here,
Keep us
Here!

zak’s avenue
Offering an Eclectic
Shopping Experience

Thank You
for Shopping
Local

661 South Ave | 585.360.2095 | zaksavenue.com

741 South Avenue | 585.278.1289
CaverlysIrishPub@gmail.com
caverlysirishpub.com

Lic. RE Salesperson, REALTOR®
C: 585.749.7460
jrodgers@nothnagle.com

Traditionally Cooked
Chicken, Beef, And
Lamb Entrees All
Served With Injera

Join us for Open Knit!
3-7 Tuesdays & Wednesdays

JONATHAN RODGERS

Vegetarian Buffet
Saturday & Sunday
Noon to 9 PM $10

Daily Beer Specials!
Follow Us on Facebook
and Twitter for More
Information!

breakfast, lunch and dinner
open Tuesday to Sunday | 9 AM to 9 PM

752 South Goodman Street | addisababaroc.com | 585.244.0073
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earth day
Food Co-op

While you wait, visit us at 62 Marshall Street!

SWEET
HoneyEVENTS
Tuesday 9-6
Wednesday 9-5
Thursday 9-5
Friday 9-5
Saturday 8-2

585.473.6061
732 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14620

Naturally Planned Events for the
Eco-Conscious
Minded

Mike Bauman
Owner/Barber
Homemade Local & Organic
Dog Treats!

facebook.com/
baumansbarbershop

585.899.9361

Handmade

Sustainable

www.SweetHoneyEvents.com

paw-laspantry.net
pawlaspantryroc@gmail.com

585-851-8135

Want to beat the winter blues?

$10 COUPON

Cook up some chili,
soups & stews!

OFF YOUR PURCHASE
OF $20 OR MORE
expires May 31, 2017
Celebrating 13 years helping people make diet
choices for their dogs & cats
585.530.3371 | 76 6 SOUTH C LI N TO N AV ENUE
Monday - Friday 10-7 Saturday 10-5
N AT U R A L P E T F O O D S C O M PA N Y. C O M

754 Clinton Ave. South, Rochester 585-436-9329
StuartsSpices.com

Local. Fresh. Delicious.

HANDMADE CHOCOLATES FOR EVERY CELEBRATION

674 SOUTH AVENUE
open daily 10am-9pm ∙ 585-461-2815
HEDONISTCHOCOLATES.COM

16
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health

& wellness

lose those winter blues
dr. william valenti

unleash your potential

Stress can happen to even the most
carefree seasonal preppers. If you’re
stressed, know that you’re not alone!
See the list below for some stress relief
tips from Trillium Health, an inclusive
primary care and federally qualified
healthcare center in Rochester, NY.

by heather mcallister

Reaching your fitness, health, and
wellness potential can seem like an
unclimbable mountain when we are
at the bottom looking up, especially
in the midst of Rochester’s cold,
dark winter months.
The business side of the fitness
industry has created infinite gadgets, gyms, diets, gear, fads, studies’,
shakes, videos and photo-shopped
images of professional fitness models into a sea of misinformation
on what true fitness and wellness
consist of and looks like.
For the average person struggling
with health issues, emotional difficulties, weight gain, injury, motivation, etc., attempting to navigate
and digest all of the propaganda is a
good way to fail before we even begin; something professional trainers
see all too often.
Well-meaning individuals seeking
help often get discouraged at the
start because of the unnecessary
complexity presented by various
programs and trainers. Often their
goal is creating the perception that
they have the magic prescription,
and enticing the eager/ underinformed into throwing money at
them. This is far more common
than you think, but also very avoidable!
Progress in the beginning of
anything is easy to come by. Any
change in routine or diet triggers
the body to react. Once we are past
the initial response to new stimulus
however, our progress, weight loss,
strength gain starts to slow down
(“plateau”). We may not know why,
and the gimmick that we bought
into doesn’t have a back-up plan, so
we get discouraged. Often we try
a different program which eventually leads to the same place, and
around-and-around we go until we
become certain that it’s US that is
broken.
The truth is that many of the
common training practices of the
conventional ‘fitness industry’ are
broken. Not you.
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The path to health and wellness,
true strength & conditioning, is
not a complicated one. The fundamental truths of clean, basic eating
and simple, intelligent movement
will always be the most effective. Its
not glamorous, it doesn’t promise
10-day results, and it isn’t easy, but
it works for everyone. Every. Single.
Time.
After the baseline goals are
achieved, the next steps depend on
each of us as individuals. Whether
we want to lose a few more pounds,
lift heavy weight, get ourselves
out of a physical or emotional rut,
compete in a sport, it all starts in
the same place: Our minds!
Lasting change starts with both
need AND want, and enough of
both to get us to act! Once we
choose an intelligent path and
begin walking it, progress will follow, and each little piece will help
motivate us to keep going further.
The key to continued progress is
sticking with simple, proven strategies: Learning how to move correctly, then adding pace and weight,
and regularly stressing the now-safe
basic movements to the limits of
our current abilities. If we do so in
a specific, mindful way, the body
will build strength and improve in
all areas.
Example: We can do 200 really fast,
sub-par, half-squats every day and
never see any real change, OR we
can do 30 full-range, positionally
sound squats while adding weight
every week and see a huge difference in a short time.
This is the important turning point
where a gym or trainer that has an
understanding of body mechanics
will far outweigh any new flashy
gimmick that arises. Be selective.
Almost every trainer in the world
will tell you that they know what
they’re doing; have them SHOW
you. Have their other trainees show
you. Progress, and the steps to
reaching it, should never be a parlor
trick.

First: Set small, simple, reachable goals, and as your skillset and
confidence grows, set larger ones
that challenge both body and mind
so that you stay motivated and keep
driving forward. Always be fighting
for something!
Always: Keep fresh, real foods in
the house; primarily vegetables,
fruits, and lean meats. Prepare what
you are going to eat ahead of time
so that when you are hungry you
don’t panic and make bad choices.
Don’t go on fad diets, cleanses and
fasts. Our bodies know how to
detoxify themselves when given
the nutrients they need and we will
have more energy and clear-thinking ability when we are feeding
ourselves plenty of clean food and
not depleting the reserves.
Forever: Re-train your thinking
to want clean food because it will
make you feel better, and THAT’S
what you want. If we say we can’t
have something we will just want it
all the more, so don’t sabotage yourself by keeping junk in the house.
Make eating the “non-healthy”
things you enjoy an occasion so it
feels like something special! Eating whatever we want any time
we want leads to one very specific
result; we’ve all seen it, and none of
us want to be it.

Laugh More This year, laugh more
and laugh often. When you laugh
your muscles contract and increase
blood flow and oxygenation. This
stimulates the heart and lungs and
triggers the release of endorphins that
help you to feel more relaxed—proving that laughter is a great medicine.

Keep it simple! Push, pull, sit,
squat, jump, throw, explode...
and repeat!

Heather McAllister is the assistant
training director and a two-category
Subject Matter Expert at Wolf Brigade
Gym- a world-renowned strength &
conditioning brand headquartered
right here in Rochester. She is available to the strong-minded for general
private training, the best kettlebell
lifting instruction in the region, and
non-gimmicky nutrition assistance;
Stop guessing, start progressing. She
can be reached at overunderthruwellness@gmail.com and @overunderthruwellness on instagram

Our bodies are the vehicle in which
we experience our lives. Doesn’t it
make sense that we learn about it,
take care of it, pay attention to what
it’s telling us, and not leave it in the
hands of someone just looking to
profit off our need for help?

Be Realistic This is one of the most
important factors in reducing stress
and seasonal depression. Knowing
yourself and your limits is crucial to
your happiness during the season of
giving. Families grow, things change,
traditions are altered, but it is important to know what you can handle and
when others need to pitch in. “Let go”
of what you can’t control.
Learn to Unplug Social media and
electronics make it seemingly difficult
to fully unplug and take a moment
to yourself. Make a commitment to
yourself to detach from the chaos. If
you have children, make it a fun proj-

Recently I’ve felt the need to close my
eyes and pay attention to my breathing. With the election, shorter days,
and holiday craziness, making space
to breathe has felt urgent. How do we
get through difficult and hectic times?
One way is to step on the yoga mat,
take a seat, and close our eyes.

So, how can you achieve a deeper connection to yourself with yoga? Here are
some things to consider:
First, show up. You may not feel as
though you have the time for yoga
class, but if you show up you’ll be a
step closer to achieving the fruits of
your labor. While a great deal of class

We all start where we start. The
important part is that we actually
do start!
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Think About Your Resolutions
Often times, people think seasonal depression stops December 25. But, the
woes are just beginning if you partake
in setting resolutions for the following year. First, don’t set yourself up
to fail. If you set a resolution, know
yourself and what you can accomplish.
Set bite-sized goals with a reasonable
time-frame and this can help increase
your happiness and track your resolution performance.
Don’t Abandon Your Health for
the Nearest Cookie Sweet treats are
glorious in the moment but when you
continue to forget your health, your
body will feel the effects. Sure, you
can indulge a little but overindulgence
only adds to your stress and guilt. Try
to have a healthy snack before your
festivities so that you don’t go overboard on sweets and eggnog.
Fit In Some Exercise If you have a

find your focus through yoga

Many yoga websites offer solutions for
aches and pains. Do you have neck
problems from sitting at a computer?
A sore back? No energy? There are
a wealth of tutorials on poses and
stretches that aim to alleviate these
symptoms. While these tools are
useful, yoga is more than physical
stretches. Yoga provides a path to get
in touch with who you really are.

With the universe of information at
our fingertips, take control and do a
little homework to understand what
makes you tick. We are all in different places physically and mentally,
but can all benefit from taking the
same simple first steps!

ect. Craft up a bowl or container large
enough to hold a cell phone or smaller
electronics and give your phone a time
out. This can help give you a time
out too! Commit to disconnect for
an amount of time and spend it with
someone important to you or find
something to do that is low-key!

is dedicated to the physical practice,
yoga is so much more than kicking
up into a handstand. Going upside
down is certainly exciting, and you will
feel a great sense of accomplishment
when you do, but true self-discovery is
revealed throughout your practice, not
just when you accomplish something
new. The best way to plant new seeds
and watch them sprout is to commit to
showing up.
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typical gym regimen, find a way to
fit some exercise in to your day. Lift
that gallon of milk a few more times,
stretch using your chair, go for a walk
or light jog, or wake up early to fit
in that workout. Know that many
everyday items can sub in for your
20 lb. weights or stair stepper. Most
importantly, get plenty of sleep. Holly
may be having that ugly sweater party
but know that tomorrow is a long day
and your body needs energy to fuel it,
so appropriately weigh your decision.

Stop and Smell the Roses Okay,
maybe not roses in the winter and
certainly not in New York around
this time of year, but learn to enjoy
the smells that trigger happy memories or make you feel relaxed. Smell
is an important sense because it acts
as a direct line to our brain telling
us how to think and how feel about
something. Come fall, we all want to
smell pumpkin, cinnamon, apples and
nutmeg, and they often trigger happy
thoughts or memories. Carry that sensation through the winter season. Find
a smell for the season and reminisce.
Just Remember, Take A Breath And
“Practice Safe Stress.” Try not to
elevate your stress level and remember
that some things happen and are out

by ijlal lenio
have assumptions about how a class
should be, but then class is not what
you had expected. How you choose to
deal with the unexpected will reveal to
you not just how your yoga practice
can grow, but how you personally can
grow. An open mind can take you far
in difficult situations.

of your control—it is okay for you to
let them go! Help regulate your stress
levels through pausing in the moment
and reflecting on it later. Studies from
the American Association for Mental
Health show that spending just 15
minutes alone, without distractions,
may refresh you enough to handle
everything you need to do. Find a
quiet place, even if it’s the bathroom,
for a few moments of solitude. Find
something that clears your mind,
slows your breathing and restores your
calm.
These practical tips may minimize
your stress and anxiety, and help you
cope. However, don’t be afraid to
speak with a doctor or mental health
professional if you’re having a difficult
time this season.

Dr. William Valenti is the Senior Vice
President of Strategic Advancement, Chief Innovation Officer and
Staff Physician at Trillium Health – a
neighborhood health center offering
primary care services, behavioral
health services and an in-house
pharmacy, located at 259 Monroe
Avenue at Monroe Square

Tru Yoga Classes
Foundations: A yoga flow class
designed for beginners or students
who want to focus on basic poses.
You will learn correct alignment
and form. (Fridays at 12:00pm and
Sundays at 9:00am)
Gentle/Restorative Yoga: This
sweet, rejuvenating class uses
props and the power of gravity
to relax and pamper both your
body and mind. Great for all levels,
including beginners. (Mondays at
7:30pm)

Second, minimize your distractions.
This one is tricky, as our culture
provides so much stimulation. When
you’re on your mat, practice focus. Just
as distance runners build endurance
over time, focus in your yoga practice
can grant you the endurance to avoid
distractions. I myself combat these
distractions everyday as life pulls me
in many directions. And the reality is,
the distractions don’t go away, but you
become better at focusing.

When life is challenging, you may wish
to retreat. Instead, look at what you’re
already good at and how you got there.
I bet showing up, focusing and remaining open is a part of your success. In a
yoga studio, you get good at knowing
you. There is no single formula to get
you there, but I can guide you with
the tools that I’ve acquired. When you
walk through the door I acknowledge
silently that your presence and experiences are valuable. So come in and take
a seat. I’ll crack a bad joke and tell you
to close your eyes...breathe...and make
space.

Lastly, come to class with an open
mind. As life grows more complex, a
good place to practice openness is the
yoga studio. For instance, perhaps you

Ijlal Lenio is leading 2017 Flow & Meditate on January 15th, February 12th, March
12th, and April 16th. This workshop series will teach you how to add meditation to
your yoga practice, and yoga flow to your meditation. Open to all levels. You will
leave with renewed energy, and a new openness and focus.
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Hatha Flow: This is slower-paced so
we that we can hold poses longer,
find optimal alignment and move
with the breath. Open to all levels,
including beginners. (Mondays
at 12pm and 4:30pm, Tuesdays at
7:30pm and Wednesdays at 9am
and 4:30pm)
For a complete listing of class offerings visit truyogarochester.com
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the comfort of

Soup
by bridgett pendleton-snyder
photos by lives styled

Madame Chef’s Classy
Chicken Noodle Soup

When people ask me what I do and I tell them I’ve been a Chef for almost 18 years (which
of course means I started when I was 10 years old) the question I am most frequently
asked is “what is your favorite dish to make?” My answer is always a great big pot of
soup. Soup comes from the French word soupe which is derived from the noun suppa, to
“sop” up a broth with bread. To me it means a great big belly hug!
I find soup making to be therapeutic. Soups are easy on the wallet and they can keep in the
fridge for up to a week. And as good old Betty Crocker would say, they freeze beautifully for
up to 3 months. With the winters we have here in Rochester having a bowl of soup a day will
definitely help keep the blues away.
There are a few simple rules for making a great soup. First, I prefer to use stock over broth. Stock will
have a richer, fuller flavor. Broth is made only from meat simmered with veggies whereas stock is made
with veggies, meat and roasted bones. Same goes for veggie broths and stock. The veggies in a stock are roasted
to really concentrate their flavor before being added to water and simmered. Second, bouillon is your friend. I always add a bouillon or base to my
soups in addition to stock. It’s the perfect way to enhance the flavor. My favorite brand is called Better than Bouillon. Unlike powdered bouillon it
is a paste. Lastly, when making a soup with noodles, pasta, or rice don’t cook them directly in the soup, cook or boil them separately. Noodles will
break down and become mushy and rice tends to thicken the soup and you end up having a thick stew. This also gives you the ability to choose your
own noodle/rice to broth ratio.
Chicken noodle soup is my absolute favorite. I class it up a bit by adding some spinach and instead of egg noodles I use a homemade style noodle
called Kluski. They can be found right alongside the egg noodles in the grocery store. This soup is also super easy to make because I use a storebought rotisserie chicken. The recipe only uses half of the chicken so you have the other half to use later in the week. We usually end up munching
on the other half while waiting for the soup to cook.
Here’s a really tummy warmer for my vegetarian and vegan friends. I call it my freezer/pantry Veggie soup. It’s super simple! The recipe uses a few
bags of frozen veggies, 1 large can of V8 juice and some stock. You can go from empty pot to a full bowl of deliciousness in about 45 minutes.
One of my favorite dishes as a child was my mom’s stuffed peppers. They were so yummy but I remember they would take her a couple of hours to
make. Most nights I don’t have that kind of time to devote to making dinner. A few years ago I found a recipe for a stuffed pepper soup. I tweaked
it a bit and now it has become a household favorite. Hope you enjoy these recipes! Keep warm and best wishes to you and yours. Hope you have a
“souper” New Year!
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2 tbsp coconut or olive oil
1 large sweet onion, chopped
3 stalks celery, chopped
1 cup shredded carrots
2 cloves minced garlic
½ tbsp fresh ground pepper
½ rotisserie style chicken (white and dark
meat) chop into small chunks or shred by
hand
4 oz frozen chopped spinach
1 qt chicken stock
2 tbsp chicken base or powdered bouillon
2 cups warm water
In a 3 or 4 quart sauce pan on medium high
heat, add oil, onions, celery. Sauté until
slightly browned then add garlic and carrots.
Continue to sauté for another 3-4 minutes.
Add chopped chicken, spinach and chicken
stock. Add chicken base to warm water and
stir to dilute then add into soup. Bring mixture
to a boil then simmer for 20-25 minutes until
veggies are tender. While soup is simmering, in a separate pot cook ½ a bag of Kluski
noodles. Time will vary depending on the
brand of noodles you use so just follow the
directions on the package. When noodles
have finished cooking drain noodles well. Coat
warm noodles with a tablespoon of butter.
Place your desired amount of noodles in a
bowl and ladle soup over noodles. Top with
freshly chopped parsley.
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Stuffed
Pepper Soup

Easy Veggie Soup
2 tbsp of coconut or olive oil
1 large sweet onion chopped
2 stalks celery, chopped
2 tbsp of minced garlic
2 tbsp of dried Italian seasoning
2 tbsp vegetable base or powdered bouillon
2 cups of pre-shredded coleslaw mix
(cabbage and carrots)
One 8 oz bag of frozen mixed veggies (I use
the bag that contains peas, carrots, green
beans and corn)
4 oz frozen chopped cauliflower
One 10 oz can of diced tomatoes
1 qt vegetable stock
1 64 oz can of V8 juice (the spicy version also
works well)
Heat coconut oil over medium high heat in a
3-4 quart stock pot. Add onions and celery,
and coleslaw mix sauté until lightly browned.
Add garlic and Italian seasoning and continue
to sauté for 2-3 minutes. Now add frozen
mixed veggies, chopped cauliflower, diced
tomatoes, stock, veggie base and V8. Bring
soup to a boil then reduce to a simmer and
cook for 30 minutes. Salt and pepper to taste.
Serve with a nice crusty loaf of bread.

2 tbsp coconut oil
1 large Sweet onion, chopped
3 medium sized bell peppers, cored and
chopped (I use 1 green, one yellow
and one red)
2 tbsp beef base or powdered bouillon
2 cloves of garlic, minced
1 pound of lean ground beef (ground turkey or
chicken also taste great)
1 tbsp Italian seasoning
1 14.5 oz can of stewed tomatoes
1 qt of beef stock
2 cups of warm water
2 cups cooked white or brown rice
Heat coconut oil over medium high heat in a
3-4 quart stock pot. Sauté onions, peppers
until lightly browned. Then add ground beef
and cook until completely browned. Drain excess fat then return to the heat and add garlic
and Italian seasoning and cook and additional
3-4 minutes to incorporate flavors. Now add
stewed tomatoes, beef stock and beef base
that has been diluted in the 2 cups of warm
water. Bring mixture to a boil then lower heat
and simmer for 30 minutes. Salt and pepper soup to your liking after it has simmered.
Cook your favorite rice while soup is simmering. A long grain white rice works great.
You can even grab a quart of steamed rice
from the prepared food bar at your favorite
grocery store. Place ½ cup rice in a bowl and
ladle soup over top.
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updates

by rose o’keefe

A new liquor store, Time for Wine and Spirits, will open in February at 661 South Avenue, the former location of South Wedge Spirits
and Wine. New owner Thomas Williams who was born and raised in
the suburbs of Buffalo, started a liquor store there in 2007. In 2012,
he and his family moved to the Rochester area for his wife’s career
and he managed his successful liquor store from afar. In 2015 he
decided to sell the business. Thomas and his wife Catherine, live in
Fairport with their two boys, Lucas and Matthew. BASWA wishes
him the best and encourages all community residents to support
this new business often.
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Abundance Co-op Market’s ad in the holiday issue of the SWQ said
they’ll be opening on South Avenue at Averill in March. An update
said they’ll open on Earth Day, which this year is on Saturday April
22. Store staffers hope to have a soft opening in March.

by rose o’keefe

2016 and intends to restore the facade in a historically sensitive
manner and is still deciding on the ratio of commercial to residential units to be in the building.

As for Open Face Sandwich Eatery at 651 South Ave., in response
to the question about the eatery’s future, Jared replied, “There’s
nothing to say.” He’s been looking for a potential buyer for the
business for a while and remains open as usual serving delicious
lunches.

Swiftwater Brewing Co. has started bottling and kegging their
delicious brews at their 378 Mt. Hope brewery. Currently they are
offering 4 bottled beers (Coffee Triple, IPA Nine), a Barleywine, and
Russian Imperial Stout) for sale at their Mt. Hope location plus
other local beer shops, including Nathanial Square Corner Store,
Harts Local, McCann’s, and AJs Beer Market. Many of their beers
are on draft locally at over 30 locations other than their brewery.
FB them for updates.

The Reiki Healing Center & Lemuria Gift Store opened on Dec. 18th
at 758 South Ave. Studio 8, in the Midland Building, (behind Orbs.)
They carry crystals, books, cards, cds, and sage; gift certificates for
Reiki Treatments are $60. (585) 349-3400; www.thereikihealingcenter.com

There are new owners at Nathanial Square Corner Store. The
ownership change went into effect the last week of December. The
new owners hope to continue the great beer selection established
there by the original owner and they will be adding some new
products as well.

Lyjha Wilton is not moving forward with plans for a meat market at
375 Averill Ave. at South Clinton, the deal fell through and the 3000
sq. ft. building is for lease. It has a 25 car parking lot in the rear and
space for a 7500 sq. ft. addition. As for his property 503 South Ave.
at the corner of Alexander, he does not have a tenant for this but is
renovating the building and considering the best use of the space
to serve the surrounding neighborhood. He was mostly done with
the exterior work before the weather turned cold and is working on
cosmetic updates inside, including replacing the floor which he said
was pretty shot.

The Highland Market building is completed and now we’re just
waiting for some milk and cookies and beer to buy. Peeking inside
the windows, it looks ready to open soon, with coolers, tables,
chairs and merchandise on the shelves. There is even a “Now Hiring” sign on the door. Don’t tease us like this Mr. Stephanou. Get
those doors open STAT!

Mark Updegraff of the Updegraff Group – which outgrew the
space at 732 South Ave. and is now at Liberty Pole Way with hopes
of returning to the Wedge in a bigger place – shared that the
tenants at Alger Machine, 400 South Ave., are still occupying the
space. Updegraff purchased the Alger Machine Shop building in
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back in the day

desperado’s & more

The good news is that Full Moon Vista celebrated its 11th Anniversary in 2016 so well that they outgrew their shop on South Avenue.
(Yeah for them, not so much for us.) Manager Shana Lydon said
they’d outgrown the space at 661 South six months after they
moved here in 2011. Starting February 1, they are doing business at
1239 University Avenue where they will continue to offer professional repairs, great bikes, group rides, races, and educational clinics.
BASWA wishes them the best in their new location.
Diane Cotton, Corporate Relations Manager at Episcopal SeniorLife Communities at 505 Mt. Hope shared that they bought the
parking space across the road on Hanna Place as spillover parking
for their employees. We’re wondering about the building on the
property and have enquired about their future plans.

a look back at South Wedge buildings
and businesses of yesteryear

Yvette Torres from RG&E tells us that plans for the substation
at the corner of Mount Hope and Hamilton are progressing,
and as anticipated the exterior will be completed by June 2017
and interior work completed by 2018.
Jamie Brown from PathStone replied that PathStone has
received several applications for commercial occupancy, with
no definite plans until construction is completed. They received the Certificate of Occupancy on Dec. 31, 2016.
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Tracking down an urban legend
is mighty tantalizing to a history
buff. Given that the legend was of
Bob Dylan playing after hours at
Desperado’s bar on South Avenue, I was hooked. Since I didn’t
know it’s street number, as a fully
certified pre-digital researcher,
my first thought was to trot down
to the Central Library – one of my
favorite places in the city. I’m a big
fan of the local history division,
so it was fun sorting through City
Directories from 1957 to 1990 for
the street number of a demolished
bar.
There is one huge clue that I
missed: Today, that location is
known as Star Alley, a pocket park
maintained by BASWA, where Third
Thursday concerts fill the air with
music from May to October.
The very helpful librarian in local
history confirmed that Bob Dylan
had held two concerts at the War
Memorial on Nov. 17, 1975 and on
Sept. 23, 1978. But, unless I wanted
to pay and sign up for digital
content and then sort through a
gazillion references to Bob Dylan,
there was no way to find out more.
Thanks to help from RIT, City
newspaper has archived papers,
but they don’t go back far enough.
Where did I hear this legend in the
first place? The last time I had my
hair cut at the Style Studio (928 So.
Clinton next to Angry Goat) I told
Mark Frances I was doing a history
of Desperado’s for the SWQ and
it just so happened that he had a
photo album to prove he and his
band Third Degree had played
there. Mark confirmed that the
1975 date was the one for Dylan’s
after-party.
After a few hours of letting my
fingers do the walking, I got a

glimpse of neighborhood life back
in the day when the 600-block of
South Avenue had places called
dinette, restaurant, grill and
tavern. Barber’s Grill at 662 was
listed in the directories from 1957
to ’82; Desperado’s tavern, owned
by John DeTando, appeared off and
on from ‘83 to ‘89. Third Degree
played there from 1988-1992 and
Mark said Rich Stein took over the
space as Living Legends in 1990,
and one of Mark’s clients helped
paint the western-style mural
outside.
Once I got home, and wondered
when Desperado’s had been
demolished, I googled Star Alley,
and there, easy as pie, was the address! Still didn’t answer the question, but I do know BASWA has
been maintaining the pocket park
since at least 2009. After thinking
it over, I asked FB friend Snow Bird
Josh Canfield if he knew? Not him,
or another Snow Bird, Pat Deegan,
nor longtime South Wedger,
Gloria Monacelli. After thinking
some more, I asked Democrat &
Chronicle music critic Jeff Spevak
on FB (so modern!) and still got no
answer.
Therefore, the case of the urban
legend about big-time fame and
fortune having a blast in one of the
funkiest ever biker bars that was
collapsing on itself when the city
got around to demolishing it, is
hereby closed.
Just because I spent hours scouring the big books, here’s more.
Keeping company along the block,
Johnny’s Dinette was across the
street at 651 from 1957 to 1977.
Nearby was Charlie’s Restaurant
at 656 which was followed by Bill’s
Little Restaurant then McGregor’s
Restaurant and Open Door Grill
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between 1957 and 1967. The Odd
Fellows, now at 357 Gregory, were
listed at 668 off and on from 1957
to ’77.

a free Buck Rogers Space Ranger
kit. White’s lasted until about 1977
and Snake Sister’s Café made the
listings from ’79 to ’86.

Kelly’s Restaurant was a fixture at
659 from 1957 to 1972 when it was
listed as a restaurant, before being
listed as a tavern in 1973 until 1989,
but 659 was listed as vacant in
1990 and I remember one brutally
cold winter night when the blue
house next door burned down
from a fire said to be started by
squatters.

Good enough for now, but not
without the following. Full disclosure #1: I’ve been getting my haircuts at the Style Studio since 1984
when Mark had his salon on South
Clinton near Meigs Street; #2: It
was Toni Beth Weasner’s idea to
do the history. She is the wedding coordinator for my daughter
Suzanne, who babysat Mark and
Toni Beth’s girls, Heather and Erin;
#3: Jim Chittenden, one of the
partners at Johnny’s where my
husband and I ate several times,
moved on and became the very
pleasant, successful car salesman
at Dorschel Toyota who sold us our
2004 Prius and our 2010 Yaris.

There was a branch library at 715
South until a fire in 1979, when it
moved to 685 South (now home to
Mise en Place) before Critical Care
moved there in 1989. Star Supermarket had held down that corner
until about 1969. South Avenue
Hardware was listed at 666 in 1957;
White Radio and Sound was listed
in 1959, with competition from
Monarch Appliance open from 7:30
a.m. to 9 p.m. daily (!) at 642 South,
selling a 17” mahogany TV for
$199.95, along with a give-away of
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THE HIT MAKERS:
LOVE & WAR

Ski In-Ski Out Valentine’s Dinner at Bristol Mountain Winter Resort

winter day tripping in the finger lakes

by karen miltner
photos courtesy of finger lakes visitors connection

In our humble opinion, the best
way to combat cabin fever is to
embrace winter like we do in the
Finger Lakes: enjoying the snowy
outdoors, savoring the region’s wines
and farm-to-table fare with chefs and
winemakers, learning how Native
Americans like to have fun in the
winter, learning how to cook like a
Southerner and shop for a few cherished antiques knowing that your
dollars are going to a good cause.
Here is what we have on our calendar the next few months in Ontario
County. Please join us.
Finger Lakes Frost Fest at Ramada
Geneva Lakefront: Frost Fest 2017
features outdoor ice sculptures and
ice bars with specialty Frost Fest
Martinis poured through an ice luge;
live music; indoor food tastings from
popular area restaurants; wine, beer,
and spirit tastings from award winning Finger Lakes wineries, breweries, and distilleries; shuttle service to
and from downtown parking areas
to the event; and ending with a
spectacular fireworks display on the
City of Geneva pier. All proceeds will
benefit the Geneva Family YMCA.
5 to 9 p.m. Feb. 4
41 Lakefront Drive, Geneva
Tickets ($25) are available at
www.brownpapertickets.com.
Nordic Sip-N-Ski & Winemaker’s
Dinner at Bristol Mountain Winter
Resort: Participants will be treated
to an evening of wine tasting from
various New York State wineries,
while making their way around the
loops of the Nordic tract at Bristol
Mountain Winter Resort. Instruc-
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tion will be provided; no experience is necessary. Following the
cross-country skiing there will be a
buffet-style dinner along with a silent
auction and raffle. Finish with hot
chocolate and a bonfire. Proceeds
from this charitable event will go to
support Mercy Flight Central’s lifesaving services.
5 to 9 p.m. Feb. 4
5662 State Route 64, Canandaigua
Tickets ($80) cover equipment
rental, Nordic instruction, tastings,
buffet dinner, wine/beer pairings
and a $25 donation to Mercy Flight
Central.
www.mercyflightcentral.org/index.php/
become-donor/fundraising-events/
The Ravinous Table Wine Dinners
at Ravines Wine Cellars: Enjoy
the excitement of a communal table
where Ravinous Kitchen chef Scott
Riesenberger creates a seasonal menu
of four courses, each paired with
Ravines wines that are curated by
winemaker Morten Hallgren. Each
meal includes multiple courses created with produce, meats and cheeses
from neighboring Finger Lakes farms
and herbs, vines and honey from
Ravines.
6 p.m. Feb. 11, 18 and 25
400 Barracks Road, Geneva
Tickets are $65 at www.ravineswine.
com/Visit-Us/Farm-to-Table-Tastings
The Chef & the Winemaker at Ravines Wine Cellars: Join winemaker
Morten Hallgren in the Barrel Room
of Ravines’ winery in Geneva to
taste through flights of library wines
from his personal cellar. Each flight
will feature old wines in contrast to

newer vintages to demonstrate the
variation between the vintages and
how the growing season affects the
attributes and characteristics of the
various wines. Chef Scott Riesenberger will prepare a grazing slate for
each guest: a slate board of delicious
savory foods he has created to pair
with the various wines.
Noon Feb. 5 (Meritage), 12 (Riesling
and Chardonnay) and 19 (Meritage
and Cabernet Franc)
400 Barracks Road, Geneva
Tickets are $25 at
www.ravineswine.com/Events
Moonlight Ski at Cumming Nature
Center: Let the full moon dazzle you
as you discover just what Cumming
Nature Center’s wild residents are
up to at night. Beginner and expert
cross-country skiers alike will enjoy
this easy-paced trek through a majestic winter landscape. Ski rentals are
available.
6:30 to 8 p.m. Feb. 10
6472 Gulick Road, Naples
$3 requested donation, $10 per family; free for Rochester Museum &
Science Center members
www.rmsc.org/cumming-nature-center/
nature-center-programs-and-events
Winter Wonderland Walk at Cumming Nature Center: Children
engage in forest forensics as they
detect signs of life amidst the winter
woodland. Hikers will hunt for
tracks, uncover secret forest communities and discover nature’s many
amazing winter adaptations. Great
for young kids.
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Feb. 10, 18
6472 Gulick Road, Naples

$3 requested donation, $10 per
family, free for Rochester Museum &
Science Center members.
www.rmsc.org/cumming-nature-center/
nature-center-programs-and-events
Ski In-Ski Out Valentine’s Dinner
at Bristol Mountain Winter Resort:
Bundle up your partner, bring along
your alpine skis, and enjoy this
prelude to Valentine’s Day with this
special dinner. This event is limited
to 17 couples, with dinner taking
place at Morning Star Café, Bristol’s
mid-mountain lodge. Guests will
be served a three-course meal with
wine. Contact Bristol Mountain for
details.
6 to 8 p.m. Feb. 11
5662 State Route 64, Canandaigua
(585) 374-6000
www.bristolmountain.com
Snowga at Bristol Harbour Lodge
& Golf Club with Finger Lakes
Yogascapes: Trek over hill and dale
on snowshoes, drawing in brisk clean
air and taking in nature and views of
Canandaigua Lake and the Bristol
Hills. Occasional stops to strike a
yoga pose on the snowshoes make
it a whole new adventure. Snowga
is followed by a bonfire on the back
deck overlooking the lake, followed
by savory and sweet comfort food
and wine. All levels of snowshoe and
yoga welcome.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Feb. 11
5410 Seneca Point Road, Canandaigua
$52, $67 with snowshoe rental
www.fingerlakesyogascapes.com
Continued on Page 27
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Check out the Chocolate-Infused Food & Wine Pairing Dinner at Belhurst Castle on February 16
Canandaigua Classic Antique
Show & Sale at Finger Lakes Gaming & Racetrack: Let antiques warm
up your winter with a visit to the
18th annual Canandaigua Classic
Antique Show and Sale. There will
be over 40 quality antique dealers
displaying their goods. The show is
conducted in partnership with The
Kiwanis Club of Canandaigua. Proceeds provide student scholarships
and grants for non-profit groups in
Ontario County.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Feb. 12
5857 State Route 96, Farmington
$6 admission
www.canandaiguaantiquesclassic.org
Chocolate-Infused Food & Wine
Pairing Dinner at Belhurst: Guests
will be guided through a tasting of
six Belhurst Estate Winery wines
that have been paired with six chefcreated tasting dishes. This is a small
group event in a private dining room
in the historic Belhurst Castle. Enjoy
incredible views of Seneca Lake and
be surrounded by original wood trim
and a fireplace.
6 to 9 p.m. Feb. 16
4069 West Lake Road, Geneva
Tickets are $110 at
www.belhurst.com/belhurst-events
Wine & Paint Night at Hazlitt’s
Red Cat Cellars: With a vinyl record
as your canvas and a refreshing glass
of wine to enjoy, you get to learn
how to be an artist for an evening.
The featured painting will be a
beautiful tree with a heart. Classes
are taught by Aimee Bergvall from
Zest 4 Art.
6 to 8 p.m. Feb. 16

1 Lake Niagara Lane, Naples
Admission is $30. For reservations,
call (585) 531-9000.
www.hazlitt1852.com
Native American Winter Games
& Sports at Ganondagan State
Historic Site: Friends of Ganondagan bring the traditional Seneca and
Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) ways of
enjoying the season to the public in
the 13th annual Native American
Winter Games & Sports. This year’s
newest addition is snowboat racing.
Activities take place with or without
snow. 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Feb. 27
7000 County Road 41, Victor
Free, with suggested donation of $10
per family
www.ganondagan.org
Dwyer’s Red Food & Wine Pairing
Dinner at Belhurst: At this all red
wine food and wine pairing dinner,
guests will be guided through a tasting of four Belhurst Estate Winery
wines that have been paired with
four chef-created tasting dishes.
6 to 9 p.m. March 18
4069 West Lake Road, Geneva
Tickets are $95 at
www.belhurst.com/belhurst-events
River City Brass at The Smith
Center for the Arts: The world-renowned River City Brass travels from
Pittsburgh for a concert featuring
Celtic Connections.
7:30 p.m. March 25
82 Seneca Street, Geneva
Admission is $30 for adults, $25 for
seniors, $10 for college students, free
for students through grade 12.
www.thesmith.org
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Explore America The South at New
York Wine & Culinary Center:
Join the Center’s Chef Instructor
in our Hands-On Kitchen to create
Southern classics using indigenous
New York State ingredients. See how
French and Spanish influence has
made Southern cooking some of the
most flavorful and versatile cuisine in
the country.
6 to 8:30 p.m. March 30
800 South Main Street, Canandaigua
Price is $65. www.nywcc.com
If you need more information
about where to stay or what to eat
while you’re in the Finger Lakes, let
Finger Lakes Visitors Connection
help. Check out our website, www.
visitfingerlakes.com, or give us a call at
877-386-4669.
Finger Lakes Visitors Connection
is the official tourism promotion
agency for Ontario County. Our
office is at 25 Gorham Street in
Canandaigua.

Februrary
4 - 19

THE FLICK
by Annie Baker

March
4 - 19
Tickets at
jcccenterstage.org
or
(585) 461-2000

New York Wine & Culinary Center

Louis S. Wolk JCC of
Greater Rochester
1200 Edgewood Avenue
Rochester, NY 14618
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For me, staying sane through a long Rochester winter means staying active and trying not to let the heavy snow or bitter cold inhibit me
from my normal routines. I still go to the gym three times a week, go for
runs anytime the sidewalks are free of ice, and walk my dog as often as
possible. Also beer. Beer helps a lot. I really enjoy the epic snow storms
and the ability they have to slow the pace of the city and calm the sense
of urgency we experience in daily life. Heavy snows and shitty weather
force a person to be more thoughtful and deliberate. - Clay
I actually am pretty active in the
winter: I like to ski and I like to go
down to Manhattan Square and do
some ice skating, and plus I live in
the South Wedge, which is always
an active part of town. So, the
election was pretty disappointing,
but I think what’s coming out of it is
this progressive movement that will
build up steam over the next couple
of years and hopefully within my
lifetime we’ll see something other
than the status quo. I’m a little worried about next year but I think we’ll
survive. - AJ

what’s in, what’s out

by toni beth weasner

It’s a new year and that means it’s out with the old and in with
the new. Wondering how to stay stylish in the upcoming year?
I’ve asked our South Wedge style setters to tell us what’s hot and
what’s not for 2017. Here’s what they had to say:
a. Abode
What’s in: Seating with
character
What’s out: Perfectly
matched furniture
sets

“Come to the South
Wedge on a snowy
winter day for the sense
of community. Stop by
Lux or Swiftwater for a
beer and you will almost
certainly run into a friend
or stranger to commiserate with, or revel in your
love/hate relationship
with Rochester winters.”
- Clay

photo by gerry szymanski
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I stay sane/happy by making the best
of each season, including winter. Each
season has its challenges and winter is
no different. I do enjoy that our weather
changes seasonally. If you like a certain
season you have that to look forward
to. If you dislike a season, you know that
it will end eventually. I also enjoy the
winter season in Western New York as I
believe that we are hardy people. It can
take a lot to get through a winter around
here. Not everyone can do this. - Rob

d, e. Zak’s Avenue
What’s in: Ponchos, bling and
leggings
What’s out: Mom pants

f, g. Little Button Craft
What’s in: Handmade
What’s out: The mall
o. Stuart’s Spices
What’s in: Flavor
without salt
What’s out: Salt
h. Garden Factory
What’s in: Succulents
What’s out:
High-maintenance plants

Yes, the election has affected
me strongly. I’m scared for what
may happen. But I’m hopeful
that people won’t be resentful
of each other for this one decision. I’m hopeful that friendships
won’t end over this, just because
people disagree. Best reason to
come down to the wedge on a
cold winter day is there are plenty
of great places down here to “get
warm” or warmer, as the case may
be. - Mark

n. Hedonist Artisan Ice Cream
What’s in: Baklava Ice Cream
What’s out: Corned Beef &
Cabbage Ice Cream
k. thread
What’s in: Textured
suede leggings
What’s out: Yoga leggings
worn as pants

m. Historic Houseparts
What’s in: Recycling
What’s out: Plastic

photo by gerry szymanski

I think [the election]
has made me really
disappointed about all
of the conflict in our
country, and it’s inspiring me to learn from
others and do what I
can to help the community. I love coming
down to the SW for a
cup of coffee and yoga
at Tru Yoga. - Alexis

c. Sweet Honey
Events
What’s in: Classic
cocktails served
traditionally
What’s out: Plain ol’
wine and beer

b. Apothicaire
What’s in: Witch hazel
What’s out: Skin care
gimmicks and hype

Well, history does not follow a straight path. After all of the social gains that
were made under the Obama administration it’s only normal for the country to
respond by moving in a more conservative direction. I’m certainly not crazy about
the President-Elect, but it’s not necessarily his policies that concern me. It’s his
rhetoric. Very divisive. Very polarizing. He seems to bring out the worst in people
on both sides of the political spectrum. Even his slogan “Make America Great
Again” concerns me. I’d have been fine with “Make America Great”. But “Again”?
What does that mean? Great like when? There are a lot of negative undertones in
that word “Again”. - Joe
photo by stephen s reardon

sw style

WE asked people around the Wedge, from inside and
outside the neighborhood, about the Rochester winters,
snow, the election, and reasons to brave the cold and
come down to the Wedge.

photo by stephen s reardon
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l. Artful Gardener
What’s in:
Frost-Proof Garden Pottery
What’s out: Planters that need to be
hauled inside every winter
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i. Coffee Connection
What’s in: Local socially
conscious shopping
What’s out: Amazon Prime

a. Molded Plastic Chair with Eiffel base, $99.99 Abode
b. Thayer’s Witch Hazel, $10.95 Apothicaire
c. Moscow Mule in a copper cup, Prices Vary Sweet Honey Events
d. Mini hand painted image earrings $15 - $23 Zak’s Avenue
e. Softest acrylic poncho, 29.99 Zak’s Avenue
f. Rochester Logo’d Hair Pins are $20 Little Button Craft
g. Upcycled Sweater Mittens $36 Little Button Craft
h. Succulents, $3.99 + Garden Factory
i. Peruvian Fair Trade Shoes & Clothing, $10-$65 Coffee Connection
j. Bracelets, $$ The Adorned Studios inside Second Chic
k. Fringe top, $22 Suede leggings, $24 Thread
l. Frost-Proof Garden Pottery, $30 + Artful Gardener
m. Repurposed Antique Window & Mirror, $125
Historic Houseparts
n. Baklava Ice Cream, $4 a scoop
Hedonist Artisan Ice Cream
o. Stuart’s Salt Free Seasoning
Blends, $5.50-$6.75 Stuart’s Spices
j. The Adorned Studios
What’s in: Personalized,
handmade jewelry
What’s out: Generic mall
jewelry
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Whatever the
mood, whatever
the event, we
can create a
cake to help you
celebrate in
style!

433 South Avenue
585.546.1420
premier-pastry.com
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memories…
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by appointment only:
{585} 355-9768
poseyletterpress
@ gmail.com
by appointment only:
Facebook/Instagram:
{585} 355-9768 poseyletterpress
poseyletterpress@gmail.com
Facebook/Instagram: poseyletterpress
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HISTORIC
HOUSEPARTS
architectural salvage & renovation materials

historichouseparts.com

540 South Avenue
585.325.2329
Open Monday Saturday 9:30 - 6:00
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apothicaire
5 2 8 S O U T H AV E N U E R O C H E S T E R , N Y

Mo n d ay-Saturda y 9:30 to 6

602 South Ave, Rochester, NY 14620
585-473-1300 ● cheesyeddies.com

APOTHICAIRE-ROCHESTER.COM
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music
photo by aaron winters

Spotlight On:

steve grills

“I have a deep feeling and respect for the
blues. It’s almost like a sacred thing, like
a religious thing and these blues artists
to me are almost like they’re holy…it’s
funny. I get annoyed when I see people
making stereotypes about it, like it being sloppy. It’s very special to me.” says
Steve of the deep impression the blues
has made on him since he picked up his
father’s guitar as a ten year old living in
Lima, NY.
It seems that ten was a good year for him
as he had already spent the beginning of

his life admiring his father’s record collection and hanging out at his short-lived
but influential club (The Nugget, 19691972.) There, he brought in some heavy
hitters like Miles Davis, John Prine, Steve
Goodman, and even Cheech and Chong
who actually showed up for dinner at
Steve’s house one evening.
Though he’d heard many different musical styles, it was the roots of the genre
that seeped into his skin and gave him
the itch to start playing, which he did,
teaching himself to play by listening to
artists such as Chuck Berry and Lightning Hopkins.
Steve reflects, “Growing up in the 60’s,
all you heard about was Rock and Roll.
And I wondered, where did this Rock
and Roll come from? And it occurred
to me as I listened to these other artists
who sounded similar but they called it,
“Blues.” I was always interested in the
roots of Rock and Roll.”

At only 19 years old, he started playing guitar in night clubs near Jefferson
Avenue while meeting and building relationships with legendary performers like
Albert Collins and Robert Lockwood.
From his early beginnings until now, he’s
managed to gain some bluesical mileage
under his guitar strap touring locally and
nationally to sellout crowds in cities such
as San Francisco. He also had the rare
opportunity to play The Chicago Blues
Festival with pianist Ernest Lane whom
ended up on Steve’s CD, After Hours.
After more than thirty years bending
strings on the blues circuit, Steve Grills
is proud to call South Wedge his home
citing the small town vibe as one that
notably resonates.
If you wish to soak in the calming effects
of the blues anytime soon, get down
to your roots with Steve Grills and the
Roadmasters by checking out his schedule on his website, stevegrills.com.

by jen brunett
reviews by ben frazier

A Tribe Called Quest

Periodic Table of
Elephants

We Got It from Here... Thank
You 4 Your Service

Henry EP

Producer: A Tribe Called Quest
Label: Epic/SME
Release: November 11, 2016 Format:
CD/LP/Digital Download/Digital
Stream

Favorite groups can oftentimes feel like a
close friend: they’re with you through good
times and bad, over periods of growth for
both of you, with certain songs serving as
mile markers along the way. Revisiting a
band brings a certain comfort; unexpectedly hearing new music from them is a gift
to be relished.
Such is the case with A Tribe Called Quest.
Often held up as a shining example of the
90s “Golden Era of Hip-Hop,” dual MCs
Phife Dawg and Q-Tip created deft lyrical
interplay, with the former’s “street kid”
persona acting as foil to the latter’s “suave
poet” role. DJ/producer Ali Shaheed
Muhammed crafted jazz-steeped beats
and hooks over the course of five classic
albums. Fans had always hoped for a
proper reunion after the group split in 1998,
but were heartbroken when Phife passed
away in mid-2016 from complications of
diabetes. However, those same fans were
ecstatic when it was revealed that not
only had Tribe reunited in the studio in the
months prior to Phife’s passing, but that
one final album was en route. With the
release of “We got it from Here… Thank
You 4 Your service,” fans finally have the
reunion album they’d been wishing for.
The Tribe represented on “Thank You…”
isn’t quite the Tribe you remember. Most
notably, they’re a four piece again, with the
re-inclusion of Jarobi White. Jarobi, who
left the group in 1991 to pursue a culinary
career, is no longer relegated to the sidelines as a hype man, he’s front and center,
aptly trading bars with Tip and Phife.
They also come a bit rougher this time
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around. This is most evident on the urgent
“We the People…”, which is as overt a
protest song as they’ve ever done. Lyrically, this screed against gentrification comes
off a little ham-fisted in the “teenaged punk
band” kinda way (“All you black folks, you
must go/All you Mexicans you must go/All
you poor folks, you must go”), but it works
well with the bombastic backbeat, fueled
by a drum break sampled from Black Sabbath’s “Behind the Wall of Sleep.”
While “We the People…” immediately
seizes you by the downstairs, “Dis Generation” is the track that creeps up to become
a mainstay. It’s classic Tribe: a jangly guitar
line breezes over clip-clop beats as Tip,
Phife, Jarobi and frequent collaborator
Busta Rhymes playfully bounce lines off
each other. You can almost picture these
longtime friends strutting down the street
together, reveling in each other’s presence
as they assert that, yes, even well into their
40s, they’ve still got it.
The album is rich with guest stars, many
whom Tribe have influenced, either directly
(Andre 3000, Talib Kweli) or indirectly
(Kendrick Lamar). Rock royalty is also represented by Jack White and Elton John.
The inclusion of all these guests makes
“Thank You…” feel less like a bona fide
Tribe record and more like a tribute to the
legacy of Tribe and Phife, but the fact that
we got it at all will be more than enough
for most fans. It might not be the most
cohesive package, but it’s a sweet final
memory for us to hold on to… like a hug
from an old friend.

Producer: Periodic Table of Elements
and Josh Pettinger
Label: Self-released
Release: December 19,2016
Format: CD/Digital Download/Digital
Stream

Rochester band Periodic Table of
Elephants drops its debut EP, Henry, a
four-song record whose heavy, stick-tothe-ribs sound belies the fact that the band
is comprised of just two dudes – drummer
Sean McGinnis Scanlon and guitarist/
vocalist Jason Pariseau. After playing together previously in trio Ack!, Pariseau and
Scanlon decided to stick together – albeit
with a name change – when bassist Greg
Horton departed for Chicago.
Although the record will no doubt sound
cohesive to the casual listener, I keep
splitting the four-song ep into two distinct
camps. The middle two songs comprise
what I keep referring to as the DELICIOUS,
GRUNGY CENTER. Now let me clarify -when I say “grunge,” I’m not talking about
those nincompoops in Seven Mary Three
or Fuel or any other of those bands for
people who bought their CDs at Musicland,
I’m talking about big, meaty, balls-rockin’
bands you wouldn’t let within 30 yards of
your little sister, like Tad or Mudhoney or
Olivelawn; bands that were more Sabbath
than stripmall. As proof, may I present
“Better Off Dead,” a vulgar display of
lurch-inducing low-end riffage. I dare you
to listen to this song more than twice and
NOT shout along to its penultimate lyrical
threat.
Not be outdone, the following track “Duck”
is a kick-ass shuffle-stomper that sounds
like the product of Molly Hatchet and The
MC5 spending a whiskey-soaked weekend

in a cabin in Kentucky, listening to a lot of
Master of Puppets. Don’t listen to this one
in the car, you’ll end up breaking a digit or
two when you find yourself compelled to
do an especially furious white-guy steering
wheel drum solo.
Those two middle tracks, full of instant
rock gratification, are bookended, however,
by two tracks that showcase the band’s
ability to approach songwriting a little more
subtly. The opening track, “Machines,” is
a bright, pedal-to-the-metal slice of smart
post-hardcore-meets-pop-punk that could
be filed somewhere between Quicksand
and Jimmy Eat World. The record closer,
“Pile of Bones,” is the record’s real standout. Reminiscent of the mid-90s golden age
of emo, the track conjures the ghosts of
Knapsack and Christie Front Drive: starting
with Scanlon tapping out a precise, ticktock rhythm, the song smolders its way to
an eventual rager, with Pariseau layering
wave upon wave of guitar until the songs
peaks in a shimmering dronefest that eventually bursts and fades into the night sky.

Visit southwedgequarterly.
com to read Ben’s review of
the re-release of R.E.M.’s “Out
of Time”
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family

People in certain circles believe that the
color blue is associated with tranquility
and has a calming effect on the body.
Perhaps it’s one of those ironic secrets
of the universe that there happens to be
a brand of music that gives us the same
response. For our own South Wedgian
Blues hero, Steve Grills, a lifetime of
listening to and playing the blues can do
all of that and more.

on being a blue family
by lori bryce

NOVEMBER 8TH. At approximately 11:00 pm an eleven-year-old
goes to bed in tears. My husband
was there to witness it. I went next
door earlier in the evening with
wine and cheese in hand ready
for the celebration. Instead, I sat
paralyzed watching the returns
in disbelief, cheese uneaten and
wine uncorked. There was nothing Mark Shields, David Brooks or
Amy Walter could say to take away
the sting. I now understood my
husband’s reservation. He couldn’t
even watch on election night, he
was very nervous and obviously
more in tune than I realized (or
the polling organizations for that
matter). I return home at about
midnight. As I depart, my neighbor
asks me what I’m going to tell the
kids in the morning, something I
had yet to consider. I didn’t sleep
much and actually felt nauseous.
There are two things I can always
do – eat and sleep. On November
8th, I could do neither.
Earlier that day the kids and I
went to Mt. Hope Cemetery after
casting my vote for the first female
presidential candidate nominated
by a major party*. Among the
thousands of people paying tribute
to Susan B, I encountered many
friends and neighbors. One very
seriously said, “This is an historic
event no matter what happens
tonight.” I took pause. This was
the first time in weeks I had even
thought for a moment there could
be a wrinkle in the plan. But the
pause was brief, it could never
happen. Not a chance.
No one expected ‘he who shall not
be named’ to make it this far. But
here he was defying all the odds.
Just for the record, J.K Rowling
herself tweeted that He was worse
than ‘he who shall not be named’
at 6:59 am on December 8th
2015. It had 258,721 re tweets and
243,709 likes. There are witnesses.
Her tweet was in response to his
statements about banning Muslims from the United States.
November 9. That same eleven
year old who went to bed in tears
awoke with just an ounce of hope
until I acknowledged the results.

His response is to stomp up the
stairs back to bed. Because it
was not a legal absence from
school, he was forced to turn back
around and have a chat. But first
he grabbed the I-pad and connected to the website that ruined
his evening. After looking at the
map, he commented, ‘She didn’t
win any of the states she needed.”
I agreed and then tried to assure
him that with the balance of power
in our three branches of government, things would be okay. In our
country, we don’t have a dictator
(at least not yet). He then clicked
on the “house” and “senate” tabs
and responded, “They have the
house and senate too”. Not yet at a
loss for words, I counter with, “The
members of his own party don’t all
agree with him and won’t support
him.” Then came the real zinger, “If
she were a man she would have
won.” Touché. He had me. Game
over.
We tune in to NPR and WXXI
when we’re in the car. We talk
about race, politics and religion
at the dinner table – all of which
were ignored in my childhood. My

blue. With extended family in a red
part of the state, the yard signs
observed in our relatively short
travels enlightened them. Our kids
have also had the opportunity to
participate in such things as tennis
at a club outside the city, travel
baseball throughout the county,
classes at the Eastman Community
Music School and tournaments at
the Rochester Chess Center. The
people they associate with run the
gamut of the political spectrum. All
of this exposure has done wonders
for their thinking and initiated lots
of interesting dialogue.
People wore the results of the
election on their sleeve. A quick
glance at a person on November

Then came the real zinger,
“If she were a man she would
have won.” Touché. He had me.
Game over.
hometown is pretty homogenous;
what was there to discuss? In
contrast our kids have each in
their own way had wonderful, insightful stories and comments on
the aforementioned topics. I credit
this in part to the fact that we live
in the city and send our kids to city
schools where they are the racial
minority. It presents them with a
perspective I never experienced.
They have friends and sit next to
kids every day that come from the
other side of the proposed wall
fence and kids that are Muslim.
How could they not be interested
in the election?
Our kids’ world however is not just
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9th and one could tell which way
they went. The next day at school
our kids were confronted with the
fact that some of their teachers,
teachers they had respect for, voted for ‘he who shall not be named’.
These are the people responsible
for educating them. Could they
ever take them seriously? Conversations that evening contained
comments such as: “But he’s such
a good teacher. I thought he was
smarter than that.” Or, “Well I
knew she wasn’t a democrat but I
can’t believe she actually voted for
him. I don’t understand how any
woman could vote for him.”

I found out after the election that
my son blocked a peer from his
social media during the campaign
when he added a “Go Trump” comment to his “story” during one of
the debates. I totally understood
why he did this but then questioned him as to whether he is
better off blocking or responding
to him. Challenge his thinking! This
was of course easy for me to say,
but what would I have done at his
age?
For that matter what am I doing
now? My workplace is a mixed
bag when it comes to politics.
Some spoke very boldly about
their candidate this year. My
typical response throughout the
campaign was to tilt my head in
a questioning way while smiling
– keep them guessing. After the
results were in and listening to
myself advise my kids, I proceeded
in my very own passive aggressive
way to let my true colors show.
The candy dish on the corner of
my desk was replaced by an “I
love Obamacare” mug. Some days
when I come to work the mug has
been turned in such a way as to
hide the message. Rumor has it
one person took a piece of candy
only to toss it back upon reading the mug. At least there is no
guessing where I stand.
But now what? We need to keep
the conversation alive. There’s no
doubt there will be lots of material
for discussion around the dinner
table these next four years. If 2020
is going to be any different, it’s
time to move beyond the candy
dish. Maybe it’s time to make calls
or canvass neighborhoods. We
owe this much to our kids, they
may be our only hope!
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My Dad Made a Porno acast.com/mydadwroteaporno
The title is self-explanatory, James Morton’s father wrote a dirty book
and since 2015 he and his two friends get together, read from it, and
record their hilarious responses to it. The mixture of Morton’s frequent
mortification at the filthy prose of his father mixed with the brilliant
commentary from his friends make this a must listen. Is it even better
because they are British? Yes.
Death, Sex and Money wnyc.org/shows/deathsexmoney

Christopher Hennelly and Athena The
Christopher Group
Athena is a consummate office worker
in the South Wedge. She enjoys a life
of leisure; work, play and occasional
photo shoots. Athena’s human parent is Michael Lill the co-owner of the
Christopher Group. Athena enjoys being
spoiled with the love and attention she
gets while perched in the window of the
Christopher Group. Athena is American
Bulldog with a sweet disposition who just
celebrated her 7th birthday. She can also
shred a Tax Return like no other pup!

photo by lives styled

photo by kevin kosieracki
Kathryn Rivers and Pi
Development Engineer/therapy dog
morning office hours @ Equal Grounds

Pi is a 6 year old rescued dog. She was
picked by her rescue team (Crossing Paths
Animal Rescue (xpar.org) as a “teacher.”
A teacher dog is a dog that is placed
with rescued dogs that have trouble with
socialization and teaches them how to
behave. Kathryn had to help Pi learn the
ropes of living in a house, stairs & rides in
the car. A quick study & calm demeanor
made her a perfect therapy dog as a “Tail
Waggin-Tutor” for elementary and library
school reading programs.

the purrfect cure

Anna Sale’s podcast deals with “the big questions and hard choices
that are often left out of polite conversation.” Guests on the program
include stars from television, movies, politics, and more and features
honest stories about drug addiction, issues with sex and relationships,
and hitting rock bottom (financially or other wise) and coming back
from it.

Hannah Betts and Posey
Lives Styled
Posey is a petite English Bulldog whom
photographer/stylist Hannah Betts drove
all the way to Texas to adopt. At the Lives
Styled Studio Posey helps Hannah as the
official couch warmer and welcoming
hostess. She’s always up for a walk, but
gets easily sidetracked to a house two
doors down from the studio on Nicholson
Street for treats – and the walk stops
there!

by paula frumusa

Could a kitten’s purr or a dog’s wagging tail help you beat the blues? It just might. Pets offer an unconditional love that can
be helpful to people with depression according to the UCLA Depression Research Clinic. Here’s some of the 411 on what pets
provide us that helps our mental and physical wellness.

Paw•la’s
Pet
Pointers

A sense of responsibility. Taking care of yourself may seem overwhelming when you’re blue, but having a pet to take care of
gives you responsibility, and that gives you something to focus on. A sense of purpose.
Activity. Nothing helps with the blues more than to get moving! Dogs love (and need) a good walk. The air, the activity and the gratitude you’ll receive
for such a simple outing is rewarding. You can pick the size dog that fits your lifestyle and activity level – small, medium, big, slow, or fast.
Companionship. Sadness can isolate you. You can pull back from your friends and loved ones. You’re never alone when you have a pet. A hamster,
gerbil, a bird, a restful fish are always there. The daily care and upkeep, and the unconditional love can offer great comfort.
Social enablers. Having a pet can gently push you to get more social contact, such as chatting with others while walking your dog (especially in our
neighborhood! One of my favorite things about the Wedge!) Dogs are natural ice breakers. People with pets usually love to talk about their dog or
pets. Just through the act of adopting from the shelter or from a rescue group; you may find a cause you believe in and want to get involved with.
Routines. The simple process of routine has been clinically proven to help people with depression. From waking you up in the morning, the persistence to be fed or go for walks, and wanting to play can help you stay on track.
Better health! Studies show that petting a purring cat sitting on your lap or petting a dog can reduce your heart rate and regulate your breathing.
Owning a pet can reduce your blood pressure, reduce stress hormones and boost endorphins (feel-good chemicals in your brain.)

Savage Lovecast savagelovecast.com
Dan Savage has been writing and talking about sex since 1991 when his
column first debuted in Seattle’s alternative weekly newspaper, The
Stranger. He is also the author of six books and is a regular contributor to This American Life. His podcast is now in it’s 22nd season, and
each episode ranges in topics from sex toy reviews to “Brazilian waxing for the discerning, hirsute gentleman.”

Of course pet ownership isn’t for everyone, if you are depressed think carefully before making this commitment. Good questions to ask yourself: Are
you comfortable with animals? If you never had a pet before, you may not be able to understand an animal as a source of comfort as someone who’s
had a pet would. Pets are a responsibility. Will having a pet make you worry? Worrying if they are sick or about leaving them alone? Can you afford a
pet? It can be expensive. ASPCA estimates the 1st year expenses for a cat could be up to $1000; a dog $1850. Is your depression too intense right now?
If you are working hard on your healing now, there may be a better time to have a pet in the future.
Think about a pet companion and how this may affect your life for the better. There are so many pets awaiting adoption in local shelters and rescues,
you’ve got many loving options available to you locally. Who knows, it may be just what the doctor ordered.

Love + Radio loveandradio.org
Love and Radio is a monthly podcast by Nick van der Kolk and features
interviews “from the seedy to the sublime.” Now in its fifth season, the
podcast finds inspiration in the stories of everyday people, and how
outlandish and unbelievable they can be. The mixture of the interview
and the music really set a mood that is unique in the podcasting landscape, think Twilight Zone meets Hitchcock.

sometimes being blue is beautiful
Not everything that is blue is related to sadness. Being blue can beautiful! Besides the emotions of the musical genre
“the blues”, there are also blue-coated pets. Blue-coated pets come in 4 coat types:

Riddles
1. Seashell
2. Ivy
3. A Bruise
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photo by kevin kosieracki

Did you know Valentine’s Day is coming? Do you care? In the spirit of St. Valentine, I’ve chosen to feature some standout podcasts that delve into sex and love. Because isn’t it more fun to listen to other
people’s issues between the sheets and in relationships than to deal with your own?

pets of the wedge

by katie libby

pets

tech
distractions

wi nt er 2017

Blue (dilute): a genetically black or dark brown dog that becomes metallic grey, always with grey pads & nose. Examples:
Weimaranar and Great Danes.
Blue (progressive silvering): born black and turn blue grey at adulthood Examples: Havanese, Poodles.
Blue Tick: Black roaning on white, and where they overlay it looks navy in the mottling of the coat, always with black nose.
Examples: English Setters, Australian Cattle dogs.
Blue Merle: a color pattern of marbled grey and black. Examples: Catahoula leopard Dog, Australian Shepard.
Other dogs that come in blue: Italian Greyhounds, Beagles, Rat Terriers, Staffordshire Terriers, Pitbull Terrriers.
Oh yes, cats can be blue too, ever so beautiful & blue: Russian blues, Chartreux, Korat, Persian and Neblung.

sout hwedgequart erly. c om
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blank boxes to piece together the photo. One of the blocks is placed in it’s correct place to help
get you started. SOLUTION ON PAGE 26

Sudoku

solution on page 34

2
9

Riddle #1

If you can hear where I come
from, I am no longer there.
What am I?

2
3
8
5

2 1
4
8
5 9 6
6
1 6
3
9
7

a

3
5
5 6 7

overheard

k

3
at local businesses

“There ain’t no puddle shallower than me”
“Do you love me unconditionally?” “Did you fart”
“Who dressed you? You look like one of the kids from Home Improvement!”
“Everyone’s crying about how bad 2016 was. Try living through 1941.”
“I convinced my co-worker that GRINDR is a welding app.”
“My boss is a real-life Ned Flanders”
“I asked her if she was a newspaper, because there is a new issue everyday”
“Explaining ‘pixelated bukkake’ to my grandmother while playing ‘Cards
Against Humanity’ was the hardest thing I’ve ever done”
“My mom met Paulie Shore once, he just kept saying she looked like Bon Jovi”

Riddle #2
Two letters will say my name.
Three letters will spell it. One
letter is questionable. What am I?

Dear Miss Tippler,
The other night I was at the bar and I heard someone asking for a “Strong Island.” I asked my friend what that drink
was and they said the person was asking for a Long Island Iced Tea, but made extra strong. I thought a Long Island
was the strongest drink you could order, what’s up with that? Can I ask my bartender to make my drink extra strong?
Sincerely,
Make it Strong Sam
Dear Make it Strong Sam,
I echo your question – why would you want a Long Island Iced Tea to be stronger than it already is? Are you in that
much of a hurry to vomit? I have heard people order this on numerous occasions and I can assure you, they are not
getting a stronger drink. If you could collect the groan of every bartender every time someone asks for this, the sound
would be deafening. If you want a strong drink, ask for a double. Are there bartenders that have a stronger pour than
others? Sure. Should you expect it? No. Should you ask them to make you a drink extra strong? Definitely not.
Happy New Year! Cheers!
Miss Tippler
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Across
1. Diamond unit
6. Members of the
secular clergy
11. More, in Madrid
14. Drink garnish
15. Order in the ____
16. Flowery verse
17. Polyhedron with 12
faces
19. Music player
software for Mac
20. Glimpsed
21. Geeky sort
22. France's longest river
24. Celtic underworld
God
26. December 31st
28. Kitchen gadget
31. Engrosses someone
in conversation
33. Turkey's highest
wipeak
nt er 2017
35. "Days of ___ Lives"
36. Knife wound

Miss

r
e
l
p
p
Ti

where in the wedge? Can you identify the locations of these images?

Word
with Fun
Miss Priss

Blue...

1. Lux Lounge 2. Abundance Co-op . 3. Premier Pastry

fun

SOUTH WEDGE SCRAMBLE Unscramble the blocks and place the numbers in the correct

solution on page 34

BEARD
BEARD
BELLS
BELLS
BERRY
BIRD
BERRY
BLOOD
BIRD
BONNET
BOOK
BLOOD
BUFFALO
BONNET
CHRISTMAS
BOOK
COAT
FINS
BUFFALO
FISH
CHRISTMAS
GRASS
JACKET
COAT
JAYS
FINS
JEANS
MOON
FISH
MOUNTAIN
GRASS
NOSE
JACKET
POINT
PRINT
JAYS
STEM
JEANS
STONE
WOODS
MOON

B
E
L
L
S
G
V
L
R
Z
C
J
T
T
J

c

Y
T
P
A
I
B
R
B
X
N
A
J
O
X
A

V
T
D
O
E
B
N
H
W
Y
T
M
Q
M
C

M
K
M
A
X
B
V
A
S
W
G
O
B
W
K

G
N
R
O
V
B
U
F
F
A
L
O
S
Y
E

R
D
W
N
U
K
B
H
A
I
O
N
C
P
T

MOUNTAIN
Tangled up in The Blues solution on page 34
NOSE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
POINT

15

14

PRINT

17

18

20

21

STEM

STONE

WOODS
28

29

24

26

40

44

35

36
42
47

50

51
55

54
58

62

63

52
56

59

66

43
48

60

64

65

68

69

70

71

72

73

61

67
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68. Pilot's
announcement, for short

38

27

41

57

37

23

32

46

45
49

53

22

34

39

13

19

31

33

12

16

25

30

A
B
I
R
D
N
R
I
D
K
S
O
H
R
Y

11. Silver Screen Bigwigs

S
C
H
R
I
S
T
M
A
S
F
H
X
I
B

S
C
P
N
W
B
A
A
N
S
T
E
M
N
H

L
E
F
O
E
R
O
Y
I
P
V
B
U
T
K

L
R
O
R
S
R
T
N
O
N
L
F
I
N
S

Z
D
R
T
W
H
B
I
N
O
N
Z
C
G
S

S
Y
O
J
E
A
N
S
O
E
C
O
A
T
U

Across
1. Diamond unit
6. Members of the secular clergy
11. More, in Madrid
14. Drink garnish
15. Order in the ____
16. Flowery verse
17. Polyhedron with 12 faces
19. Music player software for Mac
20. Glimpsed
21. Geeky sort
22. France’s longest river
24. Celtic underworld God
26. December 31st
28. Kitchen gadget
31. Engrosses someone in
conversation
33. Turkey’s highest peak
35. “Days of ___ Lives”
36. Knife wound
39. Apprehend
40. Passage to the stomach
43. High card
44. Ancient Peruvian
46. Money dispenser
47. Unpleasantly suave
49. The water of life, in Hinduism
52. Church recesses
53. Catch and ____
55. Additionally

R
N
O
Z
O
T
Z
D
P
Q
T
H
S
X
W

E
Q
T
X
Y
G
F
E
E
H
G
J
N
E
R

Riddle
#3
The pain is gone,
it’s old news. The
memory though is
hard to lose.
Resulting in, today, the blues, and
dare I say, some
darker hues. Can
you please make
it plain with these
clues, what’s this
reminder of pain?
Don’t refuse.

57. In the midst of
58. Defense acronym
60. Good name for a Dalmatian
64. “I do,” for one
65. This guy’s a
“Hoochie Coochie Man”
68. Pilot’s announcement,
for short
69. Following
70. Shopping center
71. Grazing land
72. Middays
73. Pavarotti, notably
Down
1. Common whitefish
2. Burn soother
3. Carnival attraction
4. The Toxic ___
5. Detective
6. Simple fruit containing
a single seed
7. ___ War
8. This guy is “Stone Crazy”
9. “To ___ is human ...”
10. “Hogan’s Heroes” setting
11. Silver Screen Big-wigs
12. Decorate
13. Was aroused
18. “___ questions?”

23. Mining finds
25. Tin foil, e.g.
27. Nets
28. Doctor Who villainess,
with “the”
29. Ayatollah’s land
30. This guy hangs with
“Minnie the Moocher”
32. ____ Rae
34. Massenet opera
37. Road Runner corporation
38. Respected men of Egypt
41. Wait on
42. Dec. holiday, shortened
45. Grace period?
48. One of the original 12
50. DC Comics mystic
vigilante
51. Lecherous goat-men
53. Tangle
54. Gush
56. Sad
59. Yemen’s Gulf of ___
61. A formal expression of
praise
62. Soup pasta
63. Ivan the Terrible, e.g.
66. ET carrier
67. Appropriate
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45. Grace period?

Over 35 years of commercial and personal printing
services from your South Wedge neighbors

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

WEDGETOBERFEST

WEEKEND
SEPTEMBER 29, 30 & OCTOBER 1, 2017

BEER | FOOD | MUSIC | FUN
a south wedge party produced by the business
association of the south wedge area (baswa)

stay tuned: details forthcoming

www.baswa.org

www.southwedge.com

Javier Quintana, Manager
College Town Bank Office

Everything you’d want in a bank.
Every day of the week.

PrintRoc

Our College Town Bank Office is open Saturdays and Sundays,
with free off-street parking. We are committed to the needs of our
customers—with personal service, high-tech solutions, and free off-street
parking conveniently located behind the building. Plus, we’re open seven
days a week, so you can bank when it’s best for you. Stop in today.
Free WiFi and Computer Bar • Online Appointment Scheduling
Coin-Counting Machine
Drive-Up ATM with Enhanced Deposit located at 1575 Mt. Hope Avenue

w w w.printRoc.com

Mon. – Thu. 9AM to 5PM | Fri. 9AM to 6PM | Sat. & Sun. 9AM to 1PM
1341 Mt. Hope Avenue | (585) 851-0350 | CNBank.com | Member FDIC

GENESEE CO-OP FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Serving the Rochester Community for Over 30 Years

We specialize in
first opportunities
and second
chances

Mortgages & Loans
Financial Education
Savings & Checking Accounts
We Do Business In
Accordance With
The Federal Fair
Housing Law And
The Equal Credit
Opportunity Act

395 Gregory Street | Rochester, NY 14620 | 585.461.2230 | www.genesee.coop

Making your Job easier...
Call or stop in today!
620 South Avenue
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(585) 461-2556
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Real Simple. Real Estate.

585-481-8528
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